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Additional Accessories

. Additional deck

' Holding Bin

. VB. Elevator

. Dust canopy

. Vibro Feeder
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l5 HP for Blower

1.5 HP for Deck
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Note: Capacities may vary depending on seed condition, moisture content, seed varieties, type & volumes of contaminants to be separated & the percentage of
foreign material acceptable in the final product. Capacity also vary depending on product flow through the cleaner.
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Agrosaw-Damas Gravity separator

MOMHL-XETA3[

Zeta gravity separators are used to separate products with difference in
specific weight.

Features

. Easy and user-friendly change ofdeck

. Optionally available: compLrter control

. Easy installation and operation

. lndustrial and sturdy design

. Available with half orfull dust hood and re-circulation

. Deck available for many ditrerent products

.The deck is designed foroptimum distribution ofair

Working

The separator work on a fluidized bed principle; air is forced through the deck causing the light fraction too
above the heavy fraction.The deck is reciprocated causing the heavy fraction to move uphill while the light

fraction floats downhillVariations in deckspeed,airquantitydecktype, deckangle,depth of product and take-

offpoints enable Zetato do a high and constant qualityseparation.

Zeta separators are industrial, sturdy constructions of steel.The standard version ofthe Zeta is designed for
manual operation of all functions, butthe separator is also available fully computerized with memoryfunction

and touch screen allowing pre-setlings for very fast and easy adjustment of the separation qualityA highly

eflective fan with filter produces a pressurized airflowthrough the deck

lnstallation of the machine is very easy as only main power supply is needed forthe built-in control box.All

internal power supplies are pre-wired and incorporating deck drive inverter; fan drive inverte[ starters,

overloads and cabletothe external control panel ofthe machine.

NOTE:This machine is being manufactured byAgrosaw in lndia under licence from Damas, Denmark
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